DoYou KnowwhatTo Do
An Emergency?
CE
TRANING?

WHYTAKETHE

Well, it's like paying for car insurance. You might
never need it, in fact you hope you don't. But if .
the occasion arises, havingthe CERT
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and your neighborhood in an emergency
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situation.
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Class members receive 20 hours (one day a
.
week for 5 weeks) of initiaf vaining. CERT is
provided free of charge within the Calcasieu .
Parish to anyone 18 or over.
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For More Info Please
foin us on the web at
CALCASIEU pARISH

preparedness

preparednes,

Disaster
Team Organization
Disaster Psychology
Medical Operations
Medical Triage
Damate Assessment
Fire Suppression
Fire Chemistry
Light Search & Rescue
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CERT

ffiww.mylert.org
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This is well worth your time and
has critical information for you and
your famil/ s survival in an
emergency.

fommunications
Hazardous Materials

Utiliq/ Control

protect your family in an emergency!
It is important to know, if a major disaster
occurs, the FD, Paramedics, Police-... WIL
NOT COME! They will be deployed FIRS
major incidents such as the collapsed build
That is way you constantly hear... You M
prepared to take care of yourself. In the
course they say""'
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When you are trained, you are far more
equipped to dear with your circumstances
without needing aid from outside sources.
Take CERT training for:
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members, including pets?
know how to turn off the gas?

know how to safely turn off
the powerl
know how to apply first aidl
have enough water for ail of
your family and your pets?
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length of time if structure is
compromised

CERT Classes Are FREE!

FEMA

